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“HUGS” LITTLE FEET

Stretchy Corespun and Lycra yarns
result in a form-fitting design that
“hug” little feet.

TRULY SEAM-FREE

Completely free of seams,
our patented product is
knit like a cocoon, starting
from the toe up, providing
comfort and relief to
children who struggle
with “bumps & lumps”
in their socks.

NON-BINDING

Non-binding Halo Top™ fits
comfortably without slipping
down the leg. Regular socks
often have elastic bands at
the tops of the sock that
can often pinch, bind or be
a source of irritation.

UNIQUE NO HEEL DESIGN

NO “STINKY FEET”
High-tech ﬁbers wick moisture
away helping ensure a drier and
more hygienic sock environment.
Antimicrobial benefits help
prevent “stinky feet”.

“No heel” design allows
children to put on socks
with confidence and keeps
little feet from outgrowing
their socks so quickly.

MADE IN THE USA

Perfect for children experiencing sensory processing disorder, hypersensitivity or who simply can’t stand annoying
seams, our patented SmartKnitKIDS® socks are being sought out by parents nation-wide. A lot of care, detail and
research went into the development of these unique socks to please children with sensitive little feet.

What parents are saying
“SmartKnit Seamless Sensitivity Socks for children have changed my nine year old’s life. My son has a sensory disorder and no matter what pair
of socks we purchased for him, he was able to feel the seams and was not able to wear any of his socks. Socks to him were not ”just a pair of
socks”. They literally hurt his feet. We struggled every morning with the tears and anxiety of him trying to make a pair of socks “work” for him.
I finally found SmartKnitKIDS socks and can tell you that they have changed my son’s life. Putting on his socks in the morning is no longer an
unbearable struggle. Thank you SmartKnitKIDS!” –Diane D., SmartKnitKIDS Parent
I HAVE to tell you what a difference these have made in our lives!!! Before, I could not get my child to put his
shoes on - he was always pulling them off, throwing them down and saying his socks had "nuggies" (seams).
Since I have purchased, this has not happened once!! These are the only socks he will wear (and the only ones
I will buy for peace of mind!!). Thank you !!! –Lora B., SmartKnitKIDS Parent

For more information & to order visit

www.smartknitkids.com
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What parents are saying
My five year old son has Autism and with that, a host of sensory processing issues. He has not worn socks since he was two. I found your
socks online and ordered three pairs to start. We have incorporated them into his occupational therapy sessions and he is even starting to
wear them to school. This is a HUGE accomplishment for him and I am so happy I came across your website. Thank you for making this
wonderful product...keep up the good work! –Nina O., SmartKnitKIDS Parent
It's been a about a year since our five-year-old daughter, who has been diagnosed with both a sensory disorder and
anxiety disorder, has been able to wear socks without a full blown, tear filled meltdown. I tried other "seamless" socks,
but I quickly realized that what is seamless to one child is surely NOT seamless to our little girl. When I read about
SmartKnit socks, I ordered one pair to see if they would work. When they arrived and I told our daughter that her new
socks without "bumps" were here, she started to cry and say that she hates socks. I showed them to her, she took
them, and she hid under the table. She popped out, wearing both a big smile AND the socks! She exclaimed, "Wow!
These really work! I am going to wear them everyday!!!" With tears in my eyes, I called her dad and her grandparents
to tell them the news! We will DEFINITELY be ordering more! Thanks from the bottom of our hearts!!!!
–Alice S., SmartKnitKIDS Parent
My daughter battles me every morning when I ask her to put her socks on so we can get her on the kindergarten bus
on time--she hates the sock seams and no matter how we arrange the socks/tights on her foot, we can't seem to get it
so the seam isn't annoying her. I thought this was very strange until I read other people's comments on this web site.
I ordered two pairs of socks and when they arrived, she examined them suspiciously--she did spot a line on the sock,
but held her foot out reluctantly anyway. When the sock went on, her face lit up and she said "Hey......we can put these
socks on anytime!" We've been doing wash every other day to ensure clean socks, so I am ordering more of these!
–Deborah, SmartKnitKIDS Parent
My sister is an occupational therapist and she recommended your product to me. Thank you for having such wonderful socks. Every morning my
son would toss his socks out the door of his room - because they weren't 'soft' enough and he refused to wear them. I bought him SmartKnitKIDS
socks and he loves them - no more fighting over what socks to wear in the morning! –Kirstin A., SmartKnitKIDS Parent
We have a 6 year old boy who has mild autism & sensory issues. He does not like wearing socks or shoes. We recently tried your SmartKnitKIDS
socks, and for the first time in a long time he is starting to wear socks again. Thanks! –Thomas S., SmartKnitKIDS Parent
We recently discovered our daughter has a sensory disorder making seams in socks and clothing very uncomfortable and downright impossible!!!!
Since we live in Colorado and cold weather is fast approaching you can imagine how nervous I have been for the winter season with a girl who is
only comfortable in flip-flops!!!! My mom discovered your socks and bought a few to see if they would work. She danced and slid all over the
hardwood floors excited she was finally comfortable in socks!!!!! She even came up with the great idea to put them under her tights (full of horrible
seams) for her Halloween costume!!! They have saved us many a tear and got us out the door on time for school! Thank you!!!!!
–Kirk M., SmartKnitKIDS Parent
For my 6 year old daughter, sock seams = extreme frustration and many tears. Living
in MN, from September thru May socks are not optional - they're required. We've tried
the other brands of self-proclaimed "seamless socks", (socks with hand-linked seams),
and to our extreme disappointment, they didn't solve the issue - they still have horrible,
icky seams! The sock battle only heightened, and getting ready to head out the door
only became more of a challenge. And then... we found SmartKnit socks for kids. Oh
thank goodness! We're so looking forward to a more blissful morning routine, and
warm feet! –Marybeth W., SmartKnitKIDS Parent
I just wanted to tell you what a stress reliever your kids seamless socks are. I have four
sons. My 9 year old has ADHD and PSD. Every morning used to be such a pain, always
arguing about SOCKS!!!! I ordered your socks and WOW! Instantly, no more fights! We
are down to the last pair, which have NO HEELS anymore, he insists on wearing them
regardless! Needless to say, I just placed another order for 10 more!
–Katherine B., SmartKnitKIDS Parent
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